Publications: Colin Robertson


3. Departmental paper (Scottish Courts Administration) on service of documents abroad in the Sheriff Court (1988).


5. International Succession Law; a paper published by the International Bar Association, based on a paper given at the 1995 IBA Edinburgh Conference. Also published in the journal Trusts and Trustees.

6. Il diritto scozzese e il diritto inglese: due sistemi, una lingua; 43 Quaderni di Libri e riviste d’Italia, la traduzione, Saggi e documenti (IV), 1999, pp. 117-134.
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1 List to March 2014


21. EU legislative texts and translation. (in press 2014)


Publications in Scots language (Scots Leid/Lowlands Scots) in the Lallans magazine:


Wild Law:

UKELA Newsletters

1. Wildlaw weekend 2012. UKELA Newsletter (not reproduced in archived version)